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A180/A181/S10/S13
Low Profile Hopper
Portable Grain Auger

Installation Instructions
Applicable Models:
Westfield MK10, Westfield MK13, Westfield S10, Westfield S13
Hutchinson HX1036, Hutchinson S10, Hutchinson S13
Mayrath HX1036, Mayrath S10, Mayrath S13

Assembly
Lock out power to the auger before assembling.

Note
MK & HX10-36 Only: The gearbox has been filled at the factory (half full) with EP90 gear oil. Before
further assembly, check the oil level to make certain the gearbox is half full as required. Add oil if
necessary. Do not use grease.

Assembling the Low Profile Hopper
1. Attach the pivot-connector to appropriate holes (10" or 13" model) in the hopper with two 5/8" x 1-1/2"

bolts and locknuts (see Figure 2). Tighten until the connection is mechanically-solid, but still able to pivot
freely as required. Do not over-tighten.

2. Loosely secure the service door with the two square latch-washers and 3/8" locknuts.

Note
These must be tightened securely after hopper assembly is completed.

3. Clean dirt and paint from inside the u-joint and flight shaft end, then insert the Woodruff key.

4. Raise and support the hopper tube at about 50" under the spout. Open the service door on the hopper, then
bring the tube and hopper together guiding the flight shaft into the u-joint. (see Figure 1)

Figure 1.
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5. Secure the tube to the pivot-connector on the hopper with the correct size bolts (listed below) and 7/16"
locknuts.

• 10" Model: 7/16" x 1" bolt

• 13" Model: 7/16" x 1-1/4" bolt

6. Tighten the set screws on the u-joints, then close and secure the service door.

7. Attach the rubber extension to the inside of the hopper lip with 5/16" x 3/4" bolts and washer locknuts and
the flat iron straps provided. (see Figure 2).

Note
To attach the rubber extension to the end of the hopper, remove the two 5/16" washer locknuts
that secure the chain drive shield.

Figure 2.

8. Attach the four wheels to the four hopper corners with the axle pins and hairpins. The offset portion of the
wheel must rest against the hopper. There are three height settings. (See Figure 2).

This is the last step for the S10 and S13 models.

The following steps are for the MK and HX10-36 models ONLY.

9. To connect the intake hopper to the auger boot, the safety discharge door must be opened. This door is
held in place internally with two springs. To open, pull the door down and then up and over the gearbox
enclosure. Hold open with C-clamp vise grip.

10. Place wide rim 1-1/4" washer shield over the splined shaft on the lower gear box. Check that the u-joint
spline and the splined shaft on the lower gear box are clean, then apply a light film of grease on this splined
shaft.

11. As the intake hopper is lowered onto the boot, the splined universal joint must be guided onto the splined
shaft. Once positioned, swivel ring should be resting flat on the boot surface and inside the four spacer nuts.
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12. Install four large washers with 3/8" x 3/4" bolts to keep the intake hopper in place on the boot. (See Figure
3)

13. Lubricate the universal joint and then close the safety discharge door. KEEP IT CLOSED DURING OPERATION.

Figure 3. Figure 4.

Rotating Flighting Inside.

• Do not operate auger with the service or cleanout door open or unlatched.

• Shut off and lockout power to adjust, service or clean.

• Use stick or other tool to clean out. Failure to heed will result in serious injury or death.

Retrofitting the Lift Arm (MK Only)
This section applies to augers equipped with only one lift arm bracket.

1. With the auger lowered, remove the standard hopper from the boot. Assemble the low profile hopper and
attach to the auger boot as per previous instructions.

2. Remove the present lift arm and cable, then attach the strap-on lift arm mount bracket above present
bracket as shown (see Figure 4) with the MK100 bracket at 27-1/2" and the MK130 at 31". Measure from
the upper edge of each bracket.

3. Secure the lift arm to the mount bracket, then thread the cable through the lift arm and attach to the winch
as shown in the manual.

4. To place the hopper into transport, attach the cable hook to the hopper, then raise fully with the intake side
of the hopper facing the main auger. Secure the hopper to the lift arm with a saddle pin and the hairpin
provided.

Note
To use the standard hopper on the MK100 auger, use the lift arm mount bracket nearest the intake
end.
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Maintenance
Before attempting maintenance, SHUT OFF and LOCK OUT all power to the hopper.

Frequent:
Loosen the two nuts securing the service door. Open door — then grease the four bushings and the two u-
joints. Close the door, then securely tighten the two 3/8" nuts.

Occasional:
1. Check and adjust the hopper drive chain.

2. Lubricate the hopper drive chain.

For all other maintenance instructions, see the Operator’s Manual.

Removable Hopper Mesh Guard
The hopper mesh guard can be removed for better access to the cleanout or to service the hopper components.

1. Remove the six hopper mesh straps securing the mesh guard to the hopper.

2. Remove the mesh guard.

3. Replace the hopper mesh guard and secure using the six existing mesh straps.

Re-install mesh before operating the auger. Serious injury or death could occur from an
unguarded auger.

1 Mesh Guard 4 Flat Washer, 1/4"

2 Mesh Strap 5 Locknut, 1/4"

3 Bolt, 1/4" x 3/4"
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